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Introduction 

The emerging global legal and regulatory architecture for IFC business 

  

Introduction 

 Inter-continental ring-fencing and subsidiarisation 

 Living wills, proactive regulation and a reduction in complexity 

 Success of G20 harmonisation? Continuing “light touch” approach 

in some countries 

 Importance of a sophisticated legal framework, fairly, coherently 

and intelligently applied 

 The compliance headache 

Legal and regulatory perspective on the future of IFCs 
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Introduction – regulatory architecture 

 Risks of contagion, extreme market variations and personnel 

 New: litigation risk.  No international forum able to carry out consistent and 

definitive dispute resolution 

 Regulators and taxpayers no longer willing to allow unrestricted global 

financial business 

 Costs of bail outs and “too big to fail” 

 Final solution? Limited liability? 

 States wishing to minimise exposures (notionally to zero) of financial 

sector to their economies 

 Emerging global regulatory architecture – designed to reduce risk and 

increasingly a key factor in where business is undertaken 
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A. Inter-continental ring-fencing (1) 

 Deposit-taking 

 US: deposit solicitation from US residents generally requires US presence 

 EU: few restrictions currently but new UK restriction on deposits being 

placed with UK branches of US/Singaporean and other entities with 

depositor preference regimes that prefer local depositors – 2 year grace 

period with warning requirements in meantime 

 Commercial lending unregulated in US and UK. Regulated in some 

other countries. Perimeter not harmonised. Retail lending regulated 



Inter-continental ring-fencing (2) 

 Private funds  
 US: registration for all private fund managers that have US investors or manage 

assets in the US 
 Very limited exemption for non-US fund managers – requires less than $25 million from US 

investors/funds and fewer than 15 US investors/funds  

 Partial exemption (‘registration light’ and reporting) for managers that only advise private 
funds – eg they do not manage US separate accounts – and that manage less than $150 
million in the US 

 Non-US managers often will not manage from a place of business in the US (even if they 
manage $$$ of US money) so partial exemption very commonly utilised 

 EU:   
 AIFMD will require regulation of all EU-based private fund managers – simplified marketing 

regime (passport) for EU managers of EU funds 

 Non-EU managers  / managers of non-EU funds to suffer marketing disadvantage (country-
by-country analysis) 

 Passport may be extended to non-EU participants after 2015 

 NB: Non-EU managers not able to become AIFMD-regulated until 2015 at earliest 
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Inter-continental ring-fencing (3) 

 Securities 

 US: no meaningful exemption for securities business with US resident retail 

investors. Federal law exemption from broker-dealer registration for non-

US brokers conducting institutional business if a US-regulated broker 

participates in each transaction (affiliates often used) 

 FINRA recently questioned use of non-affiliates as intermediary; likely to permit 

them, but heightened scrutiny by FINRA and the SEC make non-affiliate 

intermediation unusual and increasingly expensive 

 various US state regimes generally exempt broker-dealers conducting 

institutional business from registration if no place of business there; but no such 

exemption for retail business 

 EU: no harmonised perimeter. Overseas persons exclusion.  MiFID2: entity 

doing retail business will have to establish separately capitalised EU 

branch. Not required for wholesale business in latest drafts 

 Principal place of business test 
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Inter-continental ring-fencing (4) 

 Derivatives: dealing/trading 

 US: requirement for swaps dealer (SD) or major swap participant (MSP) 

registration.   

 for SD registration, trading must exceed de minimis levels. For non-US entities, 

SD/MSP registration requirement proposed to be determined based only on 

trading activities with US persons 

 CFTC: extremely wide proposed definition of US person and thus of trading 

activity swaps that count towards registration requirement (picking up many non-

US persons) 

 CFTC proposal contemplates limited possibility of “substituted compliance” for 

non-US SD/MSPs for certain regulatory requirements  

 SEC proposal on territorial scope awaited  

 EU: dealers already regulated; MiFID2 territorial scope provisions 



Inter-continental ring-fencing (5) 

 Derivatives: clearing 

 US: US customers (widely defined) required to use US-registered (and 

effectively domiciled) FCMs for cleared swaps (both for mandatory and 

voluntary clearing)  

 certain collateral must be maintained in US (out of apparent mistrust of foreign 

insolvency regimes) 

 SEC position on clearing of security-based swaps not final, although it is 

expected that clearing for US customers will be through registered broker-

dealers 

 EU: must clear platform-traded and OTC derivatives as or through (EU or 

non-EU) clearing member or by indirect clearing (but no type of entity 

requirement); MiFID2 territorial scope provisions 
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Inter-continental ring-fencing (6) 

 Derivatives: clearing houses 

 US: for swaps subject to mandatory clearing, must clear on a registered derivatives 

clearing organization (DCO).  For security-based swaps subject to mandatory 

clearing, must clear on a registered securities clearing agency (SCA): 

 Non-US CCPs can register as DCOs/SCAs (e.g., ICE Clear Europe and LCH) 

 In theory, non-US CCPs can obtain an exemption from DCO/SCA registration 

based on comparable, comprehensive supervision in home state.  No such 

exemptions have been granted at this point 

 CFTC expected to adopt first mandatory clearing requirement shortly (expected 

to be IRS and index CDS); phase-in period expected based on type of party 

 EU: must clear on EU or recognised equivalent clearing house (EMIR). Must be 

equivalent regime, effectively supervised and enforced and effective equivalent 

system for recognition of EU clearing houses 



Inter-continental ring-fencing (7) 

 Derivatives: non-cleared 

 US:  rules on margin requirements not finalised 

 margin requirements expected to be similar to (or higher than) that for cleared positions, 

subject to local macro-prudential adjustments 

 extraterritorial application uncertain 

 EU: national approval of models 

 no presumption that similar approval elsewhere 

 affiliate trades potentially exempt from IM requirements at national discretion 
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Inter-continental ring-fencing (8) 

Summary 

 Continental subsidiarisation 

 US and EU 

 No equivalent Asian or South American block 

 Dealing from within a continent with those outside 

 Probably ok across US and EU 

 Unclear with other states 
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B. Living wills, proactive regulation and a reduction in complexity 

 Living wills 

 To be used as driver for simplification? 

 Limits on off-shoring 

 Volcker/Vickers/Liikanen 

 Regulatory capital incentives; reform of employee compensation 

 Regulation of shadow banking 

 Formed as fund 

 FSOC recommendations on “break the buck” money market funds 

 Maturity or liquidity tranformation – eg finance companies 

 Securities deposit-takers – eg prime brokerage 

 Cash-like instruments not truly liquid – securitisations 

 Collateral – repo and stocklending 
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C. Regulatory competition: a dying phenomenon? 

 G20 commitments moving towards global harmonisation 

 e.g. derivatives clearing & trading (EMIR, MiFID II); capital (Basel III) 

 Subject to implementation gaps and time lags 

 

 Continuing light touch approach to attract business for some IFCs? 

 Even within Europe? 
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D. Importance of sophisticated legal and regulatory framework, 
 fairly, coherently and intelligently applied 

 Post-crisis world arguably recognises importance of sophisticated legal 

and regulatory framework, fairly, coherently and intelligently applied 

 Openness of discussion of problems, eg LIBOR, a global phenomenon 

 Need for very sophisticated staffing and legal underpinnings 

 Exacerbated by move to judgment-based regulation 

 Critical in times of market instability 
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E. The compliance headache 

 Roles of risk, legal and compliance 

 Compliance driving cultural and structural change 

 Near strict liability imposed in some instances on compliance 

 Ill-defined non-“risk” risks 

 Imperfect science 

 Judgment-based approach possible? 

 Need carefully to define roles and functions 
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Legal and regulatory perspective on the future of IFCs 

 

Conclusion 
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Worldwide Office Locations 

Globally Connected  

Approximately 900 lawyers in  

20 offices worldwide practicing 

U.S., English, E.U., French, 

German, Italian and Hong Kong law 

and fluent in over 50 languages 

Leading global law firm  

established 1873 

Clients include  

leading corporations, financial 

institutions and sovereign entities 

Strategic legal advisor,  

guiding clients through all phases  

of development 


